
Date : Saturday 25th  December  2021 

 

To:  The Parents of  students in Years 1-13 –  WINTER BREAK UPDATE FOR 
THE ACADEMIC YEAR 2021-2022 ( AHEAD OF WEEK SIXTEEN ) 

 

Dear Parents, 

Greetings from Saint Mary’s. We trust that this update finds you and your families safe and 

healthy.  We would like you to read on and familiarize yourselves with all the important news for 

this time of the year. We thank you for your patience as we waited for a confirmation from the 

regulators about the new school week and then made a few changes to our January Examination 

time tables.  

 

FROM JANUARY 2022, THE SCHOOL WEEK WILL RUN FROM MONDAY 

TO FRIDAY AND ON FRIDAYS SCHOOL WILL END AT 11:55 AM FOR 

ALL STUDENTS. We have had to make a few changes to lesson timings and we will post the 

new lesson timings closer to re-opening. However the start and end times on other days of the week 

will not change.  

 

We would like to take this opportunity to wish all of the families in our larger Marian family a truly 

blessed and peaceful Christmas and a hope-filled New Year. We pray that you are able to share 

meaningful family moments and stay safe and healthy through the season.  

Merry Christmas to one and all. 

Let us remember to pray for those who are sick, those who have lost loved ones  and all those going 

through difficult times.   



The school office is closed until the 3rd of January 2022. Emails 
will also be answered during the first week of January 2022. 
 

1)  WINTER BREAK :  

We had shared our KHDA approved calendar with all parents on the 1st 

of July 2021 in our end of year circular and the calendar is also available on 

the school website. As per changes to the UAE weekend,  the winter break  runs 

from the 10th of December 2021 to 2nd  January 2022 ( inclusive ). We will re-

open on Monday, 3rd January 2022.  

 

2) ADMISSIONS TO YEAR ONE FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR 2022-2023:  
We have attached the relevant circular ( Attachment One ) to this main circular so kindly go 

through it carefully.  

 

3) ADMISSION TO THE TWO YEAR GCE A-LEVEL PROGRAMME- for parents of 
year 11 students:   
All parents of students in Year 11 are requested to kindly go through attachment TWO of this 

circular.  

 

4) BOARD EXAMINATIONS FOR STUDENTS IN YEARS 11 AND 13 :  
We would like to remind all parents and students that the winter break will be a key opportunity for 

students sitting board exams to review the work done in years 9 and 10 and use this time to their 

best advantage.  

 
The situation that unfolded over the last two years made  many children 

realise, albeit too late the true value of being consistent with their study habits 

and not waiting until the last minute before exams to prepare and study. It is 

always best for every child to be CONSISTENT AND HIGHLY REGULAR with 

their study and ensure that they maintain a good level of attainment across all 

their assessment opportunities and prepare as well as they can for their Board 

Examinations. In the unlikely event that Board Examinations do not go through as planned, students’ 

grades will be  based on school assessments.  

 

5)  FIRST TERM EXAMINATIONS :  
We would like to remind  ALL PARENTS of students from YEARS 1-13 that the time tables for the 

first term examinations have been attached to the circular and can also be found on the school 

website.  All examinations will be handwritten and only students from years 5 to 10 will need 

to carry their devices or smart phones to scan the answer sheets.  Parents of students in lower 

primary are reminded to kindly use this time to have children practice some handwriting as we are 

still encountering many children who are struggling with even the most basic writing.  



 

 
6)  READING QUIZ BASED ON A BOOK FOR ALL CLASSES YEARS 1-10 :  
One book will be assigned for children to read during the Winter Break and a quiz on these will 

be conducted after the break and the marks will be part of the first term  English  Language 

Examination . Reading is the most valuable skill and we would like to embed this skill in every 

child,  so your support in encouraging them to read with interest will be greatly appreciated. 

 

7) NO DISTRIBUTION OF ANY ITEMS FOR BIRTHDAYS OR OTHER 
CELEBRATIONS:   
All Parents are reminded that in light of the Covid-19 protocols, children are not allowed to 

distribute any items whether eatables or other items . Please do  not  send these with the 

children.  

 

8)  SCHOOL UNIFORMS:  
It has been a disappointing experience especially with many of our young lads who are 

being repeatedly reminded to have a hair cut or trim their long locks and yet see them 

day after day not paying heed to these simple yet important reminders. We urge 

parents to kindly set aside some time this weekend to have your son’s hair cut or 

trimmed neatly so that it is more becoming of a well turned out school boy. Kindly 

refer to our UNIFORM POLICY attached to this circular. BOYS MUST HAVE A 

NEAT AND SHORT HAIRCUT AND GIRLS MUST NOT HAVE COLOURED OR 

HIGHLIGHTED HAIR. Students may wear a wristwatch and girls may wear one pair of 

simple studs on the lower part of the ear lobe. Multiple ear piercings or nose piercings are not 

permitted.  

 PERMITTED.   NOT PERMITTED  

Only school jackets/ hoodies will be permitted from November onwards.  

 

9) CRITICAL AND EMERGENCY RESPONSE REQUIRED IF ANY STUDENT TESTS 
POSITIVE, EVEN AT THE WEEKEND:  

If any child shows symptoms of Covid-19, they must be kept at home  and a diagnosis must be 

sought from an approved medical practitioner. If a child tests positive, the parent 

must use the link on the school website and fill out the required details and 



upload a copy of a PCR test that has been conducted. These are critical DHA 

requirements and have to be treated with the utmost seriousness. The school 

will then contact the parents of any other child who was in contact with the child in question as 

well as staff members who will also have to self isolate for 7 days as part of contact tracing 

requirements. A DHA Clearance Certificate for a child who previously tested positive is also 

required in order for the child to return to school. In addition in case a child or a parent, 

sibling or any family member of a child  tests POSITIVE for COVID-19, an email must be sent to 

Ms. Lise-Ann and Dr. Dayani  without delay and the child , by virtue of being a close contact, 

must be kept at home to self isolate for  7 days. 

 
10) PAYMENT OF FIRST TERM FEES :  
Please refer to the circular of 21st October 2021.  

Link : WEEKLY-CIRCULAR-21-OCTOBER-AHEAD-OF-WEEK-NINE 

In addition, we would like parents to be aware that  we will not be able to 

issue any documents for students who still have outstanding fees. Kindly 

settle all outstanding dues at the earliest. In the case of unpaid first 

term fees we will have to follow regulator policy with regard to 

discontinuation of school for the stipulated number of days as per regulator 

policy.  

 
11) PAYMENT OF SECOND TERM FEES :  
Parents are requested to kindly ensure that second term fees are paid as per 

the stipulated dates in your contract. Year 12 parents are requested to wait as 

we will tell you the amount to be paid after adjusting the amount pertaining to 

the refund of last year’s Board Exams from Pearson Edexcel.  

 
12) PARENTS’ WHATSAPP GROUPS :  
While a whatsapp group maybe very useful for sharing important information that can be very 

helpful – sometimes essential – for busy parents, it has increasingly been noticed that these 

groups seem to have become breeding grounds for gossip, Chinese whispers and criticism.  We 

are noticing more and more that a personal experience of a child or a staff member has become 

fodder for public comment and this has extended to even the very private medical information 

of children being openly discussed on parent groups. There’s a broader societal issue here. This 

is all very new to us adults. We must reflect on the example we’re setting. We talk about what 

our children are doing online, but we don’t reflect on our own behaviour; we don’t have an 

agreed etiquette. We would like all parents , especially those in primary school to do some 

https://www.stmarysdubai.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/WEEKLY-CIRCULAR-21-OCTOBER-AHEAD-OF-WEEK-NINE.pdf


reflection on the unchecked chatter and quite often the vilifying of staff members in the parents’ 

whatsapp groups and ask yourself if that is truly helping you or rather creating unwanted stress. 

As a school, we would like you to reach out to the teachers or to Ms. Lise-Ann ( in more urgent 

cases ) rather than allow what could be one parent’s opinion or perspective or misinterpretation 

in many cases, cloud the perspectives of all the rest. Let us try not to micromanage the children 

but have more faith in their capacity for resilience and courage.  

 
While we continue to encourage you to use emails as  the official channels for 

communication, we would like to offer some useful guidelines for the ethical use of 

whatsapp groups should parents still feel the need for them.  

 

Groups can be used to share  :  
- Reminders about deadlines, school activities, and events.  

- Questions about school activities or special events e.g. what date the science project is 

due in, uniform or non-uniform day, when the deadline to pay for something is, etc.  

- Sharing important information already posted in a circular to help reach more parents 

e.g. alerts about sickness, school policies, etc. 

- Sharing information which can be useful to the other parents in the 

group e.g. where to buy costumes for dressing up days, ideas for 

projects, etc. 

- Foster a sense of community  

- Sharing relevant community notices e.g. road closures or 

new traffic lights in the local area, etc. 

 

We STRONGLY discourage the use of the groups to: 
- Gossip.  

- Voice grievances. 

- Share personal problems.  

- Point out another child’s behaviour.  

- Discuss the work of teachers: if a parent has a concern regarding 

the teacher, that parent should speak with him or her directly.  

- Raise individual concerns or complaints: if a parent has a particular 

concern or complaint regarding the School or any member of the Staff, that issue should 

be raised directly with the School . 

- Share political  or religious posts or discussions.  

 
13) SOCIAL MEDIA NOT RECOMMENDED FOR PRIMARY CHILDREN :  
Please refer to the circular of 21st October 2021. 



 
14) SOCIAL MEDIA FREQUENT CHECKS BY PARENTS FOR SECONDARY 

CHILDREN : Please refer to the circular of 21st October 2021. 

 
15) URGENT QUERIES AND CONCERNS: If you have any urgent queries and concerns, 

kindly send an email to our Vice Principal, Ms. Lise-Ann on l.pinto-smchs@smgeducation.org  

and she will get back to you. Please include your telephone number in case she needs to call you. 

For subject –related concerns , kindly send an email to the subject teacher. For minor class-

related concerns and absences , kindly send an email to both class teachers. Concerns will be 

addressed by a return email or a phone call from school depending upon the nature of the 

concern.  

16) USE OF MOBILE PHONES AND SMART WATCHES: Please refer to the circular of 

21st October 2021. 

Link : WEEKLY-CIRCULAR-21-OCTOBER-AHEAD-OF-WEEK-NINE 

 

 Please stay safe and enjoy some quality time with your families.  

 

 

Yours sincerely 

 

 

Mr. Paul Asir Joseph 
( Principal ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:l.pinto-smchs@smgeducation.org
https://www.stmarysdubai.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/WEEKLY-CIRCULAR-21-OCTOBER-AHEAD-OF-WEEK-NINE.pdf


 

 

 

Admissions for the Academic Year 2022 - 2023  

YEAR ONE 
 
 

Information to parents applying to YEAR ONE 

 
We are pleased to announce the procedures for New Admission for the Academic Year 2022-2023 at St 

Mary’s Catholic High School, Dubai. We invite you to read on carefully as this will help in saving time 

and enable us to work smoothly.  

 
As per the guidelines of KHDA, the Ministry of Education, minimum age for 

admission to Year One is 5 years on the 31st of August 2022 for UK curriculum 

schools. Children born between 1st September 2016 and 31st August 2017 may 

apply for YEAR ONE.  

 
ALL STUDENTS APPLYING TO YEAR ONE SHOULD HAVE COMPLETED FS2  OR KG1. 

THIS IS A MANDATORY REQUIREMENT FOR ADMISSION TO ST. MARY’S.  

 

Admission Procedures 

Forms must be filled online using the link provided in this 

notice with all relevant supporting documents. Please note that 

forms that are not fully filled, have incorrect details and/or do 

not have all the supporting documents will not be considered.   



Documents to be attached with the form  

 4 passport photographs 

 1 photocopy of the passport with valid visa of the child, parents/ guardian 

 Last report card from the previous school 

 Emirates ID of parents and candidate 

 Birth certificate of the child  

 The health card (Immunization Card)  

 The Baptismal Certificate (Christians only) 

 

Virtual interviews that test a child’s reading and general conversational ability will be scheduled for 

short listed candidates in the month of January 2022. A SAMPLE OF READING TEXTS WILL BE 

UPLOADED TO THE SCHOOL WEBSITE UNDER THE ADMISSIONS TAB.  Parents should be aware that 

the VIRTUAL INTERVIEWS are competitive as the number of students far exceeds the number of places 

available. Other factors are also taken in consideration such as those which will allow us to maintain a 

good balance in the internationality of the student body.  

 
Incomplete application forms will not be considered for admissions. Students studying in a particular 

class will not be allowed to take admission in the same year, for e.g. if a child is studying in year one he 

/ she  will not be considered for admission to year one.  

 

Valid Residential Visa for the child, parents or the guardian who is sponsoring is a 

must to consider the applications for admission process.   

 

We regret that we will not be able to contact all the applicants 

individually. If your child’s name does not appear on the final list, then it 

means that he  or she has not made it through the virtual interview.   

 
Please do not call the school to check the status of your application. We will not be able to entertain 

such enquiries. As places are very limited, parents are advised to seek 

admission to other schools too.  

 



 

For any admission queries please ONLY email to : 

admissions-smchs@smgeducation.org 

Please do not phone the school for admission related enquiries. 

The school office is closed from the 10th of December 2021 until 

1st of January 2022. Please note that emails will also not be 

answered during the period of office closure.  

mailto:admissions-smchs@smgeducation.org


Step 1: Click on the online admission URL mentioned below. 

https://smchs.ethdigitalcampus.com/RegistrationPortal?dbConnVar=SMCHS 

 

Step 2: Click on NEW USER? Create an account. 

 

 

 

Step 3: Fill in all the information and say submit. 

 

 

 

https://smchs.ethdigitalcampus.com/RegistrationPortal?dbConnVar=SMCHS


Step 4: You will receive a acknowledgment email with your login details. 

 

 

 

Step  5: Login with the Login ID and password. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Step  6: Select the academic Year  2022-2023. Fill in all fields,  attach all the Mandatory documents 

required files. 

 

 

Step 7: You will receive a acknowledgment Email once you have submitted the application. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

DATE: Saturday, 20TH November  2021 

 
 

To:  Parents of Year Eleven Students –ADMISSION TO TWO YEAR 
 A-LEVEL GCE PROGRAMME 

 

 
Dear Parents, 

Greetings from St. Mary’s Catholic High School Dubai.  We invite you to read this circular very 

clearly as it has important information for parents regarding admission to  the two year A-Level GCE 

Programme.  

 

We would like to point out very clearly, that admission to A-Level is not 
automatic and is a completely new process.  
 
The conditions for a student to be considered for a place in A-Levels are as follows. 

 SHOULD HAVE AN EXCELLENT BEHAVIOUR RECORD 

 4 SUBJECTS TO BE OPTED FOR and a high grade average in the same.  

 Admissions will be MERIT-BASED. 

 Hold a high grade average in all subjects ( Internal Exams ) in Year Eleven. 

 Should have not had any serious or repeated disciplinary issues over Years Nine through 

Eleven. 

 Should not have engaged in activities, in or out of school, which tarnish the reputation of the 

school. 

 Hold a minimum attendance record of 95% 

 Be prepared for an entrance exam in the subject opted for that has not been taken at O-

Level 

 

We would also like to bring to your attention that under the British system, a 

student completes high school with the completion of his/her O-Level. Hence the 

admission to A-Level is then a process of a ‘NEW ADMISSION’. 



Those students who take Arabic as a First language and Islamic Studies in A-Level will have to 

maintain a minimum aggregate attendance percentage of 95% for Arabic and / or Islamic 

Studies lessons, FAILING WHICH STUDENTS WILL NOT BE ISSUED A SCHOOL LEAVING 

CERTIFICATE/ATTESTED CERTIFICATES OR RECOMMENDATION LETTERS. Students who do not 

reflect this 95%aggregate attendance after the first month of enrollment might not be allowed to 

continue the A-Level programme. 

 
Please note that St. Mary’s Catholic High School offers the GCE Advanced Levels Linear Programme 

which means that  we DO NOT OFFER AS LEVEL CERTIFICATION at the end of Year 12. This is a 

standalone qualification and results are declared only at the end of Year 13.  

 
The whole two year Programme has to be completed for any equivalency certification.  

 
Please consider all the criteria above while planning ahead with the next phase in your child’s 

educational journey. Parents should also be aware that even if all criteria are met, competition 

for places remains very stiff as seats are limited and therefore, we strongly 

recommend that all parents should ensure that their children have a 

back-up plan. This would include applying to other institutions besides 

St. Mary’s.  

 

Thank you for your kind co-operation. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

 
Mr. Paul Asir Joseph 
( Principal ) 

 



 
 
 
 

SAINT MARY’S CATHOLIC HIGH SCHOOL, FIRST TERM EXAMINATIONS –YEARS 1-4-JANUARY 2022 

DATE DAY YEAR ONE YEAR TWO YEAR THREE YEAR FOUR 
17TH Jan. Monday English Writing English Writing English Writing 

 

English Language 
 

18th Jan. Tuesday Arabic 
 

Science UAE Social Stu. SScience 

19th Jan. Wednesday Rel. Studies/ Ctz. History Math 
 

French 
 

 20th Jan. Thursday English Reading English Reading English Reading 
 

English Lit. 
 

21st Jan Friday History Geography History 
 

Rel. Studies/ Ctz 
 

24th  Jan. Monday PSHE UAE Social Stu. Moral Education Math 
25th Jan. Tuesday Math Rel. Studies/ Ctz French 

 
A       Arabic rabic 

26th Jan. Wednesday Geography Math Arabic 
 

Moral Education 

27th Jan. Thursday No Exam PSHE Rel. Studies/ Ctz 
 

History 

28th Jan. Friday Science Arabic Science 
 

Geography 

31st Jan. Monday No Exam Moral Education 
 

PSHE & Geog. UAE Social Stu 

 

 



 
 
 
 

SAINT MARY’S CATHOLIC HIGH SCHOOL, FIRST TERM EXAMINATIONS –YEAR 5&6-JANUARY 2022 

DATE DAY YEAR FIVE YEAR SIX 
17TH Jan. Monday English Language  

 

English Language 
 

18th Jan. Tuesday Math 
 

Geography 

19th Jan. Wednesday Arabic 
 

Rel. Studies/ Ctz 
 

 20th Jan. Thursday English Literature 
 

English Literature 
 

 21st  Jan. Friday Moral Education. 
 

Science 
 

24th  Jan. Monday History 
 

UAE Social Studies 
 

25th Jan. Tuesday 
 

French 
 

French 
 

26th Jan. Wednesday UAE Social Studies 
 

Arabic 
 

27th Jan. Thursday Science 
 

Math 

28th Jan. Friday Rel. Studies/ Ctz 
 

Moral Education 
 

31st Jan. Monday Geography History 
 

 



 
 
 
 

SAINT MARY’S CATHOLIC HIGH SCHOOL, FIRST TERM EXAMINATIONS –YEAR 7&8-JANUARY 2022 

DATE DAY YEAR SEVEN YEAR EIGHT 
17th Jan. Monday English Language 1 & 2 

 

English Language 1 & 2 
 

18th Jan. Tuesday UAE Social Studies 
 

Islamic Studies/Bible/Ctz. 
 

19th Jan. Wednesday Arabic 
 

Math Paper 1 & 2 

 20th Jan. Thursday Moral Education 
 

English Literature 1 & 2 
 

 21st  Jan. Friday History 
 

Geography 
 

24th  Jan. Monday English Literature 1 & 2 
 

UAE Social Studies 
 

25th Jan. Tuesday 
 

French 
 

Science 

26th Jan. Wednesday Islamic Studies/Bible/ Ctz. Computing 
 

27th Jan. Thursday Science 
 

French 
 

28th Jan. Friday Geography 
 

Moral Education 
 

31st Jan. Monday Math Arabic 
1st Feb. Tuesday Computing History 

 

 



 
 
 
 

SAINT MARY’S CATHOLIC HIGH SCHOOL, FIRST TERM EXAMINATIONS –YEAR 9&10-JANUARY 2022 

DATE DAY YEAR NINE YEAR TEN 
17th Jan. Monday English Language 2 

English Language 1 
 

English Language 2 
English Language 1 

 

18th Jan. Tuesday Religious Studies 
 

Chemistry/ Economics 
 

19th Jan. Wednesday English Literature 1 / History/ Art 
 

Moral Education 

 20th Jan. Thursday  ICT/ Computer Science English Literature 1 / History/ Art 
 

 21st  Jan. Friday Biology /Accounting Physics/ Business 
 

24th  Jan. Monday Math Paper 1 & 2 
 

Psychology 

25th Jan. Tuesday 
 

Chemistry/ Economics 
 

Biology /Accounting 
 

26th Jan. Wednesday Psychology 
 

Arabic 

27th Jan. Thursday English Lit 2 Religious Studies 
28th Jan. Friday 

 
Physics/ Business ICT/ Computer Science 

31st Jan Monday Arabic 
 

Math Cal  and Non Cal 

1st Feb. Tuesday Moral Education English Lit 2 
 



 
 
 
 

 

SAINT MARY’S CATHOLIC HIGH SCHOOL,  

FIRST TERM EXAMINATIONS –YEAR 11- JANUARY 2022 

 

DATE DAY SESSION ONE SESSION TWO 
17TH Jan. Monday Physics 1- 1h 15 min 

Business Studies 1-1h 30 min 
Economics 1-1h 30 min 
Chemistry 1-1h 15 min 

18th Jan. Tuesday Mathematics ( CAL P2 )- 1h 30 min 
 

Mathematics ( CAL P3 )- 1h 30 min 

19th Jan. Wednesday English Language 2-2hrs 05 min 
 

English Language 1-1h 45 min 

20th Jan. Thursday Physics 2-1h 15 min 
Business Studies 2-1h 30 min 

English Literature 1-1h 45 min 
History 1 -45 min 

 21st  Jan. Friday Psychology 2-1h 20 min 
 

NO EXAM/ NO LESSONS 

24th   Jan. Monday Economics 2-1h 30 min 
Chemistry 2-1h 15 min 

English Literature 2-1h 20 min 
History 2- 1h 30 min 

25th  Jan. Tuesday Biology 1-1h 15 min 
Accounting 1-2hrs 

Biology 2-1h 15 min 
Accounting 2-1h 15 min 

26th Jan. Wednesday Religious Studies 1- 
( Bible/ Islamic A & B ) 

Religious Studies 2- 
( Bible/ Islamic A & B ) 

27th Jan. Thursday ICT-1h 30 min 
 

Psychology 1-1h 45 min 

28th Jan. Friday Arabic (A)- 2hrs 30 min 
 

NO EXAM/ NO LESSONS 

31st Jan. Monday Math ( NC P1) – 1hr 30 min 
 

Arabic ( NA) -2 hrs 

 



SAINT MARY’S CATHOLIC HIGH SCHOOL,  

FIRST TERM EXAMINATIONS –YEAR 12 JANUARY 2022 

DATE DAY SESSION ONE 
 

SESSION TWO 

17TH Jan. Monday Physics 1- 2hrs  
 

------------ 

18th Jan. Tuesday Mathematics ( Pure )- 2hrs 
 

----------- 

19th Jan. Wednesday Biology 1-2hrs  
 

----------- 

 20th Jan. Thursday Psychology 1-2hrs 
 

----------- 

 21st  Jan. Friday Economics 1-2hrs 
 

----------- 

24th  Jan. Monday English Literature 1-2hrs 
 

---------- 

25th Jan. Tuesday Business Studies 1-2hrs 
 

---------- 

26th Jan. Wednesday Accounting 1-3hrs 
 

---------- 

27th Jan. Thursday Chemistry 1-2hrs 
 

---------- 

28th Jan. Friday English Literature 2-2hrs 
 

---------- 

31st Jan. Monday Arabic (A)- 2hrs 30 min 
 

Mathematics ( Statistics)- 1 hr 

1st Feb. Tuesday Islamic Studies -2hrs 
 

 

 



SAINT MARY’S CATHOLIC HIGH SCHOOL, 

FIRST TERM EXAMINATIONS –YEAR 13 JANUARY 2022 

DATE DAY SESSION ONE 
 

SESSION TWO 

17TH January Monday Biology 1- 2hrs  Biology 2- 2hrs 
 

18th January Tuesday Economics 1-2hrs 
 

Economics 2-2hrs 
 

19th January Wednesday Physics 1-2hrs  
 

 Physics 2-2hrs 

20th   January Thursday Business 1- 2hrs Business 2- 2hrs 
 

21st January Friday Mathematics Pure1-2hrs 
 

---------- 

24th January Monday Psychology 1- 2hrs 
 

Psychology 2- 2hrs 

25th January Tuesday Accounting 2-3hrs  
---------- 

26th January Wednesday English Literature 3-2hrs Mathematics Pure 2-2hrs 
 

 27th January Thursday Chemistry 1-2hrs 
 

Chemistry 2-2hrs 
 

 28th January Friday Mathematics 3-Mechanics & 
Statistics-2hrs 

---------- 

31st January 
 

Monday English Literature 4-2hrs -------- 

1st February Tuesday Islamic Studies 
 

-------- 

 


